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Floating Offshore Wind Shot™

- 70%

Multiturbine 
demonstrations

Domestic supply chain formation
Transmission system expansion

Gigawatt-scale clusters
Serial manufacturing

The Floating Offshore Wind Shot is intended to be ambitious!

LCOE: levelized 
cost of energy
MWh: megawatt-
hour
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• A systematic framework can help yield insight into viable pathways as 
well as:
– Focus on identifying primary cost reduction mechanisms at the system level
– Aim to understand the feasibility and trade-offs between different pathways 

rather than the impact from single innovations.

There Are Multiple Pathways To Attain the Shot
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Material

Labor

Energy 
YieldRisk

Equipment

Five Primary Cost Reduction Mechanisms

• Reduce mass
• Substitute materials

• Increase productivity 
through training and 
experience

• Standardize and 
automate manufacturing

• Increase performance
• Reduce losses

• Lower contingencies

• Optimize installation and 
operation and 
maintenance 
processes

• Fit-for-purpose 
infrastructure

Efficiencies

Project structure and performance
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Modeling Shows a Diversity in Cost Reduction Strategies
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Pathway Focus: Material

Note: Baseline cost breakdown: 43% materials, 21% labor, 21% finance and contingencies (risk), 16% equipment
Examples from Barter, Robertson, and Musial (2020)
Adapted for California based on Sathe et al. (2020)
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Pathway Focus: Labor

Examples from Barter, Robertson, and Musial (2020)
Adapted for California based on Sathe et al. (2020)
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Pathway Focus: Energy and Risk

Examples from Barter, Robertson, and Musial (2020)
Adapted for California based on Sathe et al. (2020)
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• There are multiple pathways to attain the Floating Offshore Wind Shot
– Attaining the goal requires focused investments, strategic coordination, and economies of scale

• A systematic framework can yield insight into viable pathways
– Real-world strategies to reduce costs tend to weigh materials use, labor, equipment, energy 

production, and risk differently
– The most viable pathway depends on a combination of regional infrastructure, the cost of 

commodities, labor availability, incentives, and other factors
• Understanding that a set of technologies, infrastructure assets, and policies are part of 

a pathway can help align resources
– Promising strategies and technologies exist, but they need to be integrated holistically

• A better understanding of innovation impacts can yield a more targeted research 
agenda and efficient use of public funds
– Funds amounting to $3 billion between the late 1970s and 2017 in wind energy research alone 

(Wiser and Millstein 2020).

Conclusions
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Supplemental
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DNV’s Energy Transition Outlook
Source: Energy Transition Outlook 2022

Energy Transition Outlook estimates $45/MWh floating wind in Europe by 2042 and North America by 2045

https://www.dnv.com/energy-transition-outlook/index.html
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• When calculating the reduction contribution from each item in a waterfall, 
the order of the items can matter. This was addressed by averaging across 
all permutations of the waterfall order.

Additional Note


